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/chapter I
THE COITSTRUCTION AHD EVALUATION OF
A TEST OF READING READIl'TESS
"Reading readiness" is a term vj-hich, in itself, is quite explanatory.
It has, however, caused a great deal of speculation and perturhation among
psychologists, parents and teachers. The concept is a useful one hut not,
of itself, particularly complicated or profound. This investigation will
deal with the measurement of those factors amenable to measurement which
are in evidence before child has begun to read and which will correlate
well with later reading achievement; It will attempt to do two things:
1. Ascertain the most desirable factors to measure and
2. Present a battery of tests which will successfully
measure these factors.
Before any further discussion of measures of reading readiness it might
be well to ascertain the purpose and scope of reading readiness tests. The
fundamental need for tests of this type is the need for accurate, reliable
prediction so that instruction in reading may be begun with the optimum assu-
rance of success. Children v;ho, v/hen they start to read, are faced with
confusion and defeat are ripe material for the remedial specialist. They
probably make up the largest percentage of our reading disability cases at
the later levels of their education. It is therefore necessary, if only in
the interests of economy, that these reading misfits be minimized at the be-
ginning. Therefore, some measure which will indicate when a child is ready
to read and which v/ill also indicate those departments of reading readiness
which can be built up so that he will be a better risk in the first grade is
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of ^reat practical value to those teachers upon whose shoulders falls the
burden of makin,^ the decision as to when the youn^ child should begin his
reading instruction.
The problem is not a new one nor is the measurement of factors impor-
tant to the determination of reading readiness entered upon for the first
time here, llany of the investigators in the last fifteen years in the field
of reading have made both arm-chair and empirically determined decisions
concerning factors important in the determination of reading readiness. So
that the present investigation may be presented in an adequate frame of ref-
erence previous research and opinions presented by authorities will be re-
viewed.
Early investigators, as v/ell as later ones, ha.ve considered several
factors as predictive of later success in learning to read. Among these
factors we find such as the following: (1) intelligence; (2) interest;
(S) home background; (4) meaning vocabulary or experiences; (5) physiolo-
gical maturity - particularly of the ocular system; (6) ability to see like-
nesses and differences in objects, geometrical forms and words; (7) motor
coordination skill and m3,ny more depending upon the idiossmcrasies or expe-
rimental results of the investigators in question. The first factors sugges-
ted above v/ere discovered ouite early by Deputy i/ who shov/ed that an intell-
igence test score was as good a predictor of reading achievement in the first
grade as many reading readiness tests in combination or separately. There is
no denying the potency of the intelligence level as an indicator of reading
aptitude and it is questionable whether any reading specialist would deny
completely its efficacy in prediction,
1/ Deputy, E. C. , Predicting Eirst Grade Achievement , Contributions to Educa-
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It is, hOT/ever, interesting to note that many of the other factors men-
tioned above are frequently part and parcel of an intelligence test and are,
in fact, merely partial indicators, in turn, of intelligence level. If this
is kept in mind one can readily see the^t an intelligence test designed for
primary or kindergarten children is, in effect, a readiness test for reading
if one considers the factors listed above as predictors. ’*Yhile discussing
this factor of intelligence as an important predictor of later reading per-
formance it will be well to discover how later investigators have considered
it. Dean, ^ in a recent study, still feels that mental age is a highly
significant factor in reading readiness. He concludes tha,t the mental age
"reauired to do average work in first grade reading was fo'ond to be six years
and six months or better. Below this age far more pupils failed then suc-
ceeded." He goes even further to say "the relation of reading readiness as
measured by the lietropolitan Eeadiness Tests and the Monroe Reading Aptitude
Tests, to reading achievement, while distinctly positive (.59 £ .03) and
(.41 £ .04) was lower than the correlation when mental age was used as the
criterion." It is of interest to note, however, that in this study the pre-
dicting power of the mental age factor is shown in a correlation coefficient
of only .62 £ .03 which is not greater to a statistically significant degree
than the coefficient obtained by the Metropolitan. Nevertheless, his con-
clusion that children should have a mental age of six years and six months
before starting to read is 4n line with conclusions drawn by many other in-
vestigators
^ Dean, C. D. , "Predicting First Grade Reading Achievement", Elementary
School Journal
,
39: 609-616 (April, 1939).
, ^ Morphett, M. V. and Y^ashburne, C. , "YThen Should Children Begin To Read?"
Elementary School Journal
,
31: 496-503 (llarch, 1931).
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Another study hy Petty £/ gives evidence strikingly similar to that
found hy Dean. Petty attempted to study the influence of a rather large
number of factors on reading readiness among v/hich v/ere; chronological age,
mental age, the Lee-Clark Reading Readiness Test (a test of ability to dis-
tinguish between symbols), Peck and lianuel's Ron-Language Prediction Test
for Young Children (a drawing test), a test of susceptibility to illusions
and a test of eidetic imagery. She concluded that chronological age was
unimportant when all the members of the group were at least six years old
but found that mental age and later reading achievement (as measured by
'reading marks', presumably recorded by teachers) correlated .52 £ .05.
This coefficient is similar to that found by Dean and the similarity is
continued when one considers that the Prediction Test correlated with Read-
ing Achievement, .48 £ .05 indicating a lack of a statistically significant
difference between them. A study by Huggett ^ would also indicate that
mental age is an important factor in reading readiness. He ouotes Lincoln §J
as well as Gray and Marsden Z/ to the effect that the Intelligence Quotient
is Quite constant. He concludes that "intelligence appears to be an impor-
tant factor in reading readines s — but not the only one. One would feel
4/ Petty, M. C. , "An Experimental Study of Certain Factors Influencing







"An Experiment in Reading Readiness", Journal of Educa-
tional Research
.
52; 263-270, (December, 1938).
6j Lincoln, A. E. , "The Reliability of the Stanford-Binet Scale and the Con-
stanc:/ of Intelligence Quotients", Journal of Education-
al Psychol o.-y
. 13: 621-626, (1927).
7/ Gray, P. L.,&"The Constancy of the Intelligence 'Quotient Final Results",




that the use of an intelligence test and several readiness tests would give
a high degree of validity to promotions from the kindergarten to the first
grade." In concluding our discussion of the role of intelligence as deter-
mining reading readiness Gates’ ^ recent analysis of methods of determining
reading readiness is pertinent.
In studying the coefficients of correlation between a list of 39 indi-
cators of later reading achievement and reading achievement at the end of
the first, second and third terms Gates found that Stanford-Einet mental age
ranked thirteenth on his list. The apparent divergence between Gates' find-
ings in relation to mental age and other factors can be explained by the
fact that he "purified" his indicators to a greater degree than did previous
investigators and that he took into consideration 39 factors as opposed to
the four, five or six factors considered by his precursors. He states, in
the body of his discussion; "The Stanford Binet mental age gives a mean
coefficient of .40. It is a useful test for predicting reading ability, but
it has less predictive value than many other less time-consuming tests." ^
The fact that Gates' coefficient of correlation is lower than that found by
previous investigators may be explained by the fact that his coefficient re-
presented a composite or arithmetic average of many coefficients many of
which were undoubtedly higher than .40 (and many of which were lower) . The
coefficients found previously were on small numbers of cases in only one or
two instances. Further evidence which would minimize the importance of in-
telligence when considered in a constellation of other predictors is found
in Gates' study v/hen he compares the poorest achievers with the best.
— '^Gates
,
A. I., Bond, G. L.
,
and Russell, D. H.
,
Methods of Determining Read-
ing Readiness
.
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College,
Columbia. New York. 1939. Page 19.
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He states "The means of the poorest readers differ very little from those
for the v/hole ^5roup in chronological age and I. Q,. , and in mental age they
are practically identical." £/
Another factor frequently mentioned in conjunction with reading readi-
ness is general background. This may include such diverse characteristics
as the child’s experiences, fund of meanings, information, cultural aspects
of the home and so forth. Tnile much has been made of this factor little
experimental evidence can be brought to bear on the matter. McKee 12/ and
later, Harrison il/ have both indicated that they believe that a child
I
j
should have a large fund of meanings and experiences before he embarks upon
I
learning to read. McKee points out the need of readiness training during
jj




gradually accumulates an adequate fund of meanings. The validits
of this point of view may be seriously questioned when one considers that
j




! imately 2500 words as evidenced by the Kindergarten Union List. Since the
I
child will learn to read no more than six or seven hundred words in the first
I
grade it would seem quite v/ithin the realm of possibility that he will need
j
no meanings in excess of those which he normally accumulates. There are, of
course, individual cases where the child's experiences have been so circum-
I
scribed or limited that some previous training of the type recommended by
£/ ibid, p. 24.
w Mckee, Paul, Reading and Literature in the Slementa.ry School, Houghton, I
Mifflin Company, Boston, 1934, pp. 99-100.
IT :3arrison, Lucille, Reading Readiness , Houghton, Mifflin Company, Eoston,!
1936,
I
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McKee would do a ,Ejreat deal of good in a pre-reading program. Hov/ever, the
general case would seem to minimize the importance of this type of training,
Harrison believes that the child "needs a wealth of concepts and experiencej]
with which to interpret the symbols he sees in writing and print." In con-
sidering this problem of background as an indicator of later reading achiev(|-
ment empirical data can be found in Gates' study 12/ quoted from above. In|
his list of 39 indicators of later reading achievement the following are
listed with their rank number and coefficient of correlation with reading
achievement at the end of the first, second and third term. (Average co-
efficients) .
8 Hating: amount and quality of previous instruction in reading.
(possibly can be considered a measure of home back-
ground 45
20 Eating: home educational activities in general 23
25 Hange of information (Van VTagenen) 20
30 Eating: miscellaneous visits and other out of school activi-
ties 14
AS predictors of reading achievement all these factors rank ra.ther low v/hen
compared with some of the others considered by Gates. The only one which
can be considered approximating adequacy is the rating on the amount and
quality of previous instruction in reading which, after all, might be ex-
pected to be a rather good indicator and is not synonymous with the t:iqpe of
activity suggested by McKee and Harrison. The two factors which most close-
ly parallel McKee's suggestions are the last two "Ef'.nge of information" and
"Miscellaneous visits etc.", v/hich are comparable to unit a-ctivities out-















Further evidence is presented in two studies hy VTilson who conclu-
ded in one study that "for twenty-five first grade children tested, the tvio
information tests used in this study seem not to have any particularly sig-
nificant relations with reading tests or with other tests of varied charac-
ter". He found further that "...there were no significant relations "between
vocabulary knowledge and reading or hetv/een vocabulary kno7/ledge and other
abilities." In summarizing these findings it can be said that it would be
best to look elsewhere then in the field suggested by McKee for the key
which would predict most adequately later reading achievement.
Physiological maturity, particularly maturity of those organs v/hich are
of most importance in the learning of the reading response, has often been
suggested as an indicator of reading readiness. This maturity may be con-
veniently be divided into two parts, viz., static maturity and functional
maturity. As an example of the first maturity of the ocular system may be
given while for the second motor coordination is an example. Betts has
emphasized maturity of the ocular system as a necessary precondition to suc-
cessful reading as v/ell as an indicator of later success in reading.
w Wilson, F. T., "Correlations of Information with Other Abilities and




Wilson, F. T., "Correlations of Vocabulary Knov/ladge with Other Abili-





14/ Betts, E. A., The Prevention and Correction of Reading Difficulties
,
How Peterson and Company, Evanston, Illinois, (1936).
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The most thoroii^^h experimental study of the role of this, as well as other
physiological factors, appears to he Gatesi^tudy where measured of physio-
logical maturity are listed sinong the 39 studied.
The following list gives the rank (among the 39) and the coefficients
of correlation with later reading success for measures of static physiolo-
gical maturity:
17. Audiometer: hearing loss; both ears 29
" "
"
; poorer ear 25
" ”
" 1 better ear 2€
37. Visual acuity (Telebinocular) both eyes 09
Further data on this problem can be found in the Horace Mann study carried
on by Wilson, Flemming and White who found that sixteen tests of motor con-
trol, tapping, grip, perseveration etc., v/ere "practically unrelated to
reading" and that "varying abilities to see, hear, and speak do not
seem to be closely or critically related to progress in reading, as revealed]
by either the statistical analyses or the case studies" 16/ in neither
W’ilson's nor in Gates' study was handedness or visual dominance found to be
a matter of appreciable significance. Gates summarizes by saying: "Both
studies agree in indicating that some v/riters on reading readiness are pla-
cing wholly unjustifiable emphasis on visual deficiencies and 'immaturity'"W
The writer feels, ?.'ith Gates and ’Wilson, that the child can learn to read
and can compensate for man;/ mild degrees of physiological immaturity and
that only in the severe case (and often in conjunction Y/ith other factors)
can physiological immaturit.y be considered a factor in non-reading or the
existence of maturity a potent one in the prediction of later reading
op. cit. p. 17.
quotea by Gates, op. cit^ p. 30-31
.
17/ Gates. A. I. op. cit
.
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Finally, in the clusters of factors which have been considered impor'
tant in the prediction of reading achievement there is found one which clus-
ter may he considered, generally as comprised of educahle factors. This
term is used for the first time here hut is believed to he a convenient one
which will fit in nicely with a discussion to he pursued later. By "educa-
hle factors" is meant those factors of prediction which can he improved hy
specific teaching either hy the kindergarten teacher or hy the teacher in
the first grade. They are factors v/hich have been found hy many investiga-
tors to correlate best with later reading achievement and which cs.n he rea-
dily taught in a "reading readiness program." These factors are shovm, and
their correlation coefficients with later reading achievement listed, in
Gates* study. 18/ The follov/ing list is reproduced from Gates* table:
Bank Test Correlation
2. Six word perception tests 59
3. Errors: perception words, different
beginning, same ending -.56
5. Errors, perception words, words with
similar configuration, different indi-
vidual letters -.53
6. Van Wagenen reading readiness test 52
7. Perception nonsense words 49
9. Giving rhyming words 43
10. Errors: giving words of same initial
sound 41
It is noteworthy that all the factors in the above list correlate cuite
highly with later reading performance. They all correlate higher than Stan-
ford Binet Mental Age which had a coefficient of correlation of only .40.
All the indicators mentioned can he summarized in the general term of "vis-
ual and auditory discrinimation of word forms and sounds." This is suhstan-
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tially what the whole process of reading is about. VThen a child is taught
to read the major part of his work is the discrimination between visual and
auditory symbols. One should not, then, be surprised to discover that these
factors correlate highly v/ith later reading achievement, just as it was not
surprising to discover that amount of previous instruction in reading corre-
lated well with the criterion. This situation is ?/ell summarized by Gatesm
v/hen he says, in the conclusions to his study that "the best reading readi-
ness testing consists essentially in making an "inventory" of various in-
terests and of the technioues used in reading itself. In principle, testing
the reading readiness of a child on entering school is the same as testing
reading attainments at any later time from the second grade to college. In
all cases, the desira.ble outcome is not merely the general or total score bu
an expression of the child’s status in each of the important abilities enter
ing into reading at the time and shortly thereafter. It is, in brief, a
’diagnostic inventory’ of actua-1 reading abilities, technioues, skills, and
interests similar in general to those used later in the program." Gates’
statement, in the light of the research which he presents in corroboration,
seems, on the whole, correct. Reading readiness is little more than the be-
ginning of reading and to test it one must utilize those items which will
test the beginnings of reading. To discover the individual’s aptitude for a
given vocation one evaluates his skill in those abilities reouired to do
that job and not some other skills only remotely related to the vocation in
question. Similarly, the evalua,tion of readiness to read requires the dis-
covery of the degree of skill the child has attained in those rudimentary
reading techniques v/hich every child has begun to build up from the time
19/ op. cit. p. 53.
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v/hen he starts to talk and inquire into the world of symbols about him.
Since it can be stated that the best readin^^ readiness test is that
which measures those skills which are, in effect, reading skills there is a
corollary which must be closely considered. The te?t with the highest pre-
dictive power is that v/hich tests those skills, techniques, interests and
abilities which are later taught in the program of reading instruction under
which the child shall work. In the same way the optimum time of beginning
reading is not entirely dependent upon the nature of the child himself, but
is in a large measure determined by the nature of the reading program
followed. 20/ G-ates and Bond state: "It appears that readiness for reading
is something to develop rather than something merely to v/ait for The
indication that success in reading was most closely correlated with symptoms
of earlier preparation, as shown by tests of familiarity with printed words,
pencil and paper reading readiness tests, and so forth, affirms the sound-
ness of this view. •< ^
This summary of some of the pertinent research in the field of reading
readiness has discussed the role of several factors or groups of factors in
reading readiness. Among them have been intelligence, baclcground and mean-
ingful experience, physiological maturity and auditory and visual discrimi-
nation of word forms. The first and last named, as determined by the result;
of empirical investigations, would seem to be most potent as predictive fac-
tors of later reading success. To discover how these factors have been uti-
lized in existing tests of reading readiness a short analysis of the out-
20/ Gates, A. I., and Bond, G. L. , "Heading Readiness", Teachers College
Record
,
37: 679-585, (l.!ay 1936)
.
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standing readin,^ readiness tests will be presented.
Table I presents a sumnarization of the factors measured by five fre
quently used reading readiness tests.
Table i
Comparison Between Eive Tests of Reading Readiness
VISUAL VISUAL auditory AUDI- KOTOR LANG- COHPREHEN'
DISCRIM- liEItORY DISCRIkl- TORY COOR- UAGE SION and
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Erom Table I it is obvious that all constructors of tests of reading readi-
ness do not agree as to what factors should be measured in readiness tests.
The tendency appears to be to test visual discrimination quite unanimously
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The Lee-Glark Heading Readiness test is a letter perception test. The
content consists of letters and words in which the child is to recognize
sinilarities and differences in the syrnhols used. Several studies have “been
made in which this test lias been used. Petty 2^ found that it correlated
.44^ ,05 w'ith later reaaing achievement. Prom the point of view of the
classroom teacher the test is inadeouate when considered as a diagnostic in-
ventory. A more comprehensive analysis would be of more value in the prac-
tical situa,tion. '
The Monroe Reading Aptitude test meas’ures several abilities, viz.,
visual, auditory, motor, articulation and language by means of seventeen
tests grouped under these five headings. Ivluch use is made of geometric
forms. It is of interest to note that Monroe reports a correlation of
,66 £ .04 between reading achievement and the scores on the auditory tests
in the battery. 22/ This correlation is of interest in as much as the audi-
tor?^ tests very closely approximate the true reading situation. Other of
the tests in the battery have been criticized because of their predominantly
psychological rather than educational nature. Dean 24/ found a correlation
of .41 between the Monroe Reading Aptitude Test as a whole and later reading
achievement. Prom practical ex-perience in the classroom the writer feels
that man;/’ of the subtests in the battery are too far removed from the read-
s' Petty, op, cit. p. 227.
25/ Monroe, M.
,
"Reading Aptitude Tests for the Prediction of Success and
Failure in Reading," Education
.
55: 7-14 (1935).
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in^ situation and, for that reason results on them have little to tell to
the examiner. The Metropolitan Reading Readiness Test measures ability to
perceive similarities and differences, copying visual forms, understanding
of words, sentences, counting ability and range of information. Hildreth,
the author of the test, feels that "the teacher should regard information
as tentative until she is able to verify test findings by means of her own
evaluation of child's ability to read." One criticism which may be leveled
against this test is that it measures many factors which are measured by in-
telligence tests. The test does provide a verification of mental test data,
and also a broader base from which conclusions may be dravm as to the child's
readiness for reading. It is longer tha,n primary intelligence tests and
gives more detailed information about abilities closely related to pupil ac-
tivities in the first grade. In a recent study 2^ it y/as found that the
Metropolitan test correlated .56 with the Gates T/ord Recognition Test and
.63 v/ith the Oevault Reading Test. The writer of this study concluded that
"children v7ho score over 80 on the Metropolitan are practically certain to
succeed in reading and that those who score under 40 are practically certain
to fail. It also (is) indicated that children who score between 40 and 80
are about as likely to succeed as not."
The Gates Reading Readiness tests measure picture direction, word match-
ing, v/ord-card matching, rhyming and letters and numbers. The test has a
high reliability coefficient of .974 which is cuite unusual for a test de-
signed for small children and the test as a v/hole correlates .706 with later
reading achievement. These correlations are quite extraordinary when con-
sidered in the light of the figures given for tests previously reviewed.
25/ Calvert, E. T.
,
"Predicting Accomplishment in Beginning Reading,"
California Journal of Elementary Education, 6: 34-42.
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Amon^ the readiness tests which are conprised of a battery of sub-
tests can be included the Van 'ffa^enen Reading Readiness Test. It consists
of six sub-tests which are amenable to some degree of analysis resulting
in diagnosis. The parts include the following: (l) a general informe-tion
test; (2) a test of the ability to see relationships; (5) a vocabulary
test; (4 ) a test of memory span of ideas; (5) a v/ord discrimination test
and (o) a word learning test. The Van V/agenen test as a whole is presented
by its author as have a coefficient of correlation with reading scales of
.73 £-.03. The sit'oation, hov/ever, changes somewhat in the Gates study re-
ferred to above in which it was found that the Van Wagenen test as a whole
correlated .52 with later reading achievement — a much more significant
figure in its derivation than tliat suggested by the author of the test
where the correlation was a result of correlating the results on a reading
readiness scale and a reading achievement scale given at the same time. An
introspective analysis of the six parts of the Test would suggest that the
first four tests have relatively low predictive power if one utilizes the
criterion which indicates that a reading readiness test should be a diagnos-
tic inventory of reading achievement at an extremely low level. The last
two tests in the battery, by the same criterion, would appear to be excell-
ent instruments for predictors.
The Symbol Scales for use in beginning reading devised by S’. T. ITilson
and C. 17. i'lemming 26/ are at present in an experimental form. The Scales
have, however, a rather higher predictive power than many readiness tests
novi on the market. The Scale consists of nine sub-tests dealing, in the
main with letter names, sounds and phonetic combinations.
26/ *.7ilson, F. T., and Rlemming, C. W.
,
"Symbol Scales for Use in Beginning-
Reading", Journal of Psychology, 8: 99-114 (Aoril.
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It has "been foiind 22/ that mastery of various letter abilities correlate
v/ell v/ith later reading achievement in grade one. Wilson's test is de-
signed mainly for use at the "beginning and end of grade one rather than
for the kindergarten years. In correlating results on the Symbol Scale
with achievement in reading one to three years later he found rho correla-
tion coefficients ranging from .74 one year later to ,57 three years later
The coefficients are quite high and speak well of the predictive power of
the tests. His tests are based, then, upon the practical observation that
"... many pre-first grade children had begun to learn letters before they
/?
learn any v/ords, and that those who knew the most letters tend, also, to
be the best readers." £8/
iiiter a consideration of previous research and of tests which have
been constructed to measure reading readiness certain points can be brought
forward as being ouite important in the construction of any new measure of
reading readiness. A test of reading readiness is little more or less than
a diagnostic inventory of reading achievement at an extremely low level.
The child has made certain steps, albeit faltering ones, on the road to
reading. The success with v/hich the child has made these steps is amenable
to objective measurement. The reading readiness test is merely the first
of the long series of reading tests with which the child will be confronted
throughout his academic career. For the test to predict well it must test
those factors which will be stressed in the later reading program. As a
diagnostic inventory it should indicate weak points and strong points and,
if necessary, indicate those deficient departments which can be developed
by a reading readiness program.
28/ Wilson. T. F. and Flemming. C. W. . "Correlations of reading progress
with Other Abilities and Traits in Grade I", Journal
of Genetic Pavchnln/rv. ..
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A series of tests which comprise a reading readiness battery and also
a foundation for a reading readiness program v/ill he presented in this in-
vestigation. They have been designed to fulfill the above-mentioned crite-
ria including that criterion which suggests that they shall present an
opportunity for the child to learn as well as for the teacher to evaluate.
t y:
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CHAPTi!]£ II
THE CONSTHUCTIOH 01 THE TESTS Al©
THE PROCEDURE OE THE EXPERILIENT
Herein will "be presented a summary of the nature of the tests utilized
in this investigation as v/ell as a description of the population upon which
the tests T/ere evaluated.
The tests were constructed to fill a need indicated both hy the obvi-
ous shortcomings of the tests listed in the last chapter and by a need felt
by the writer after many years of experience with children in the pre-read-
ing situation in kindergarten. The tests, as constructed, attempt to pre-
sent some new concepts in the testing of reading readiness as well as an
essay at rectifying some of the more blatant errors which appear to be in-
herent in many of the tests now on the market.
More tests were constructed than y/ill be described. The tests which
remain v/ill be designated by their original code numbers. It is felt that
the tests not utilized in the study need not be commented upon. Below is
given the name of the test which is somewhat descriptive of its nature and
the original code number.
1 Picture matching test
2. Picture-card matching
3a Letter-card matching (Capitals)
3b II II II (Small Capitals)
3c II II II (lower case)
4a TTord Hatching
4b 77ord-curd matching (Capital)
4c II II II (lower case)
5 Rhyming test
8 Initial Sound Test
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The tests listed here may he found in the Appendix.
Many tests previously constructed for reading readiness have not had
sample tests utilized to habituate the children to the method of taking the
test. Because of this factor much confusion has resulted casting grave
doubts on the test reliability. In the present series the children are
given ample opportunity to discover the nature of the test, and how to take
it. For this reason each test is preceded by a sample test or fore-exer-
cise. The method has been freauently used by other test constructors,
notably Thurstone, i/ in an attempt to make sure that all the subjects
taking the tests knew what was expected of them. This is even more impor-
tant v/hen dealing with small children.
Test 1 is a picture matching test consisting of fifteen squares con-
taining four pictures in each sq^uare. The child is asked to discover the
two pictures which are alike and to draw a line under them. They are cau-
tioned to draw this line from the left to the right. This technique is
taught thoroughly in the sample test v/hich precedes the main test where six
large squares with four pictures are presented for practice. Each child is
furnished with a marker so that he will not wander and lose his place, a
factor which looms large in kindergarten testing. The m.arking by means of
a line seems more desirable than circling the picture or putting a cross on
it as is done in many readiness tests. Consistent drawing of the line from
left to right reinforces the left-to-right progression needed in reading.
It is found that the markers are readily handled by the children and defi-
nitely minimize the chance of losing the place. The difficult items in the
^ Thurstone, L. L. , and Thurstone, T. G. , Factorial Studies of Intelligenc*
Psychometric Monographs, Ko. 2, University of
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test proper are scattered so that the child received a motivating boost
from time to time. The instructions for doing the test are clear and have
caused no trouble in administration. The children are asked to count the
number of pictures in each box out loud at the same time touching each one
with his finger. This kinaesthetic reinforcement is quite valuable in
maintaining the highly distractible attention of four and five yea.T olds.
This audio-visual-kineasthetic approach to the directions is used in each
test in the battery. The aim of this test, obviously, is to test the abi-
lity to see likenesses and differences which become so important in the
later discrimination of letter forms.
Test 2 is a picture card matching test. It consists of twenty-four
groups of four pictures each. The teacher shows a large card for each
group of four pictures and the children are asked to underline that oicture
which is like the one on the card, llarkers are utilized once more to avoid
losing the place. The cards are shown for a period of five seconds which
have proved to be ample for the children. The same approach to the direc-
tions are used here as in test one.
Test 3 v;as a letter-card matching test in three parts. The first part
tested capital letters, the second, small capitals and the third, lower case
letters. The directions are similar to the directions used in Test 2. The
children are asked to underline the letter (in a group of four) which look
like the one held up on the card. In each group of four letters two are
i
quite similar in appearance and two quite dissimilar. This test is felt to
have good predictive power in as much as if is a test of the ability to dis-
criminate between difficult letter forms.
Test 4a consists of a word matching test in which the v/ords are written
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in capital letters. In the fore-test the children are taught to point at
each y.'ord v/ith two finders, one fini^er indicating; the "beginning of a word
and the other the end of the word. In this manner the children are able to
consider a word as a single rinit rather than as a loosely knit series of
letters. The sample test preceding the main test shows the pupils how to
look for dissimilarities "between words in their "beginnings, endings, middle
letters and lengths. After the children have thoroughly apprehended the di'
rections they were given the test itself which consists of fourteen words
each followed "by two other v/ords one of which is the same as the test word.
They are asked to underline the word like the test word. The emphasis upon
the discrimination "between similarities and differences is, of course, con-
tinued in this test on the higher level of words.
Test 4"b is a continuation of test 4a v;ith a few differences. The test
is now a word-card m.atching test similar to the picture-card matching test.
In the first part of this test the children underline the word (in a group
of four) which is like that on the card shown to them. The words, in this
test, were v;ritten in lower case letters. In the last part of the test, 4c,
they are required to choose the one v/ord out of two which is like that on
the card. Here the choice is quite difficult in as much as word pairs con-
sist of words of similar form such as: was and say/ . In administering this
test to the children there has "been no evidence of guess work on their part.
The work v/hich they had done in the preceding sections of the "battery had
prepared them to such an extent that they had reasons for discriminations
made
.
Test 5 is a rhyming test v/hich has "been found "by previous investigators
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foxir pictures in each row. The child is asked to underline one of the pic-
tures named "by the teacher. He is then asked to underline the picture v/hicl
rhymes with the picture which he had just underlined. There is a fairly
lon^ fore-exercise to this test T/hich is needed to acquaint the children to
the idea of rhyming. These fore-exercises consist of a long poem which is
read to the children. In the last two stanzas of this four stanza poem the
last word of the line is omitted and the children asked to fill in the miss-
ing word. In this manner they get the idea of rhyming. The second fore-
exercise consists of finding pict'ures of words (in a large picture illustra-
ting the the poem) which rhyme with words spoken hy the teacher. After
these thorough sample tests the children find relatively little difficulty
in dealing with the main test.
Test 8 is a test of initial sounds. The idea of initial sounds is pre-
sented by means of the recitation of a poem which has many words beginning
with the same letter. A picture which illustrates the poem is given to the
children and they are asked to locate such objects as "the bouncing ball"
and the "big boat." After this is done successfully attention is drawn to
the fact that the words utilized seem to have the same sound in the beginn-
ing. In the main test there are fourteen sets of four pictures each. The
child is given a word which describes a picture and is asked to underline
it. He is then asked to underline a picture which starts with the same
letter as the picture just \inderlined. This test of initial so-onds is lit-
tle more than an extension of the rhyming test which tested for the ability
to discriminate between the sounds of won endings.
Tests 10a and b are tests of motor coordination consisting of pictures
of a duck and a Christmas tree made up of dashes. To test the coordination
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the children are asked to connect the dashes with a pencil line. The draw-
ing of the tree is such that practice in the left to right movement is
given.
The subjects utilized in this study v;ere drawn from the regular kinder-
garten groups in schools in the metropolitan area of a large city. The age
range tapped was from four years of age to eight years of age. The number
of cases in the upper and lower age limits were extremely few with the
largest concentration of cases ranging in the four years and six months to
five years and six months group. The subjects were approximately eaually
divided between the sexes. The total number of subjects to v/hom the tests
were given was 387. However, in many cases incomplete data are available,
due to absences, so tioat the number of cases used in the statistical analy-
sis for each test varied, only those pupils who com.pleted the test in Ques-
tion being used. The tests were administered by the regular teachers after
thorough instruction by the investigator. Because of this factor no extra-
neous influences were brought to bear and the children worked under circum-
stances to which they had becom.e accustomed.
The test materials used were mimeographed and were Just as they appear
in the appendix. The line drawings were clear-cut and unambiguous and
caused no difficulty in interpretation on the part of the children.
It was impossible to discox'er whether the group used in the testing was
normally distributed as regards mental age in as much as data on mental
ages v/ere not available in all schools. A minor study on forty cases in
which mental ages were available is presented in Chapter III. The choice of
schools in which the tests were tried out cannot be considered random in so
far as school groups were used wherever it v/as found that school officials
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were willing to cooperate. This factor of lack of randomness may cast some
doubt on the validity of the statistical data presented in the next chapter.
Even though this shortcoming is recognized the group can be considered
fairly typical of the public school population in the area in v/hich the
schools v/ere located. There was a sprinkling of children v/ith bilingual
background but it is not felt that this group was in excess of the usual
incidence to be ejected in the typical school in this area. The bilinguals
were generally limited to the Italian home in v/hich the mother spoke mainly
Italian while the father and other children had some command of the English
language
,
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chapter III
THE AliiULYSIS OF DaTA
I
After the reading readiness tests described in Chapter II were adnin-
I
istered to the children it v.as first thought desirable to ascertain the or-
1
der of difficolty of the various tests in regard to the total population
utilized and in regard to different age groups which comprised this total
population. It was felt that the discover:/ of the order of difficulty of
I
the various tests (virhich measured a diversity of functions thought to be
I
predictive of later success in reading) would throv/ some light on their
i
nature and upon the possible revision of the test battery. It was also of
1
interest from the point of viev; of teachability of the functions measured,
j
It is generally a good pedagogical device to teach from the easiest func-
I
I
tion to the hardest. An analysis of the order of difficult:/ of the tests
]
; utilized in this investigation should therefore have implications for later
!
teaching procedure. Table II presents the order of difficulty of the vari-
' ous tests for all pupils of all ages used.
!
TABLE II
Order of Difficulty of Various Functions
j
Tested. Pooled Pupils; All Ages






4c 5 8 10a 10b
j
387 348 337 330 328 341 336 336 328 311 295 246
Items j 15
i






20.97 12.96 9.21 QO • C/O 11.31 7.97 11.61; 20.98 8.21 35.99 33.09
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The rank order of difficulty of the tests in Table II is as follows:
1. 3a Letter-card matching (Caoitals)
2. 3b II II II (Small Capitals)
3. 2 Picture-card matching
4. 3c Letter-card matching (lower case)
5. 4a word Matching
6
.
1 Picture matching test
7. 5 Rhyming test
8. 4b Word-card matching (Capital)
9. 4c II II II (lov;er case)
10. 8 Initial Soiuid Test
11. 10a Motor Coordination
12. 10b II 11
This rank order of difficulty was derived by rankin^g the tests in the or-
der of the hii^hest average per cent correct items to the lowest average
per cent correct items on each test. Therefore, the easiest test was 5a
while the most difficult was 10b. This order is not highly stable when
the Standard Srrors of the percents is ta.ken into acco'ont, although the
differences between the percents are usually greater than their Standard
Errors. To discover whether this rank order of difficulty was appreciably
different for various age levels Tables III, IV, and V v/ere prepared.
Table III presents the rank order of difficulty (in terms of average per -
cent correct for each of the tests) for three age groups; fo'or years five
months and under in Table III; four years six months to five years five
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Order of Difficulty of Various i\mctions
Pooled Pupils; AiS^es: 4-5 and Under
Tests 1 2 3a 35 3c 4a 45 4c 5 8 10a 101
N 15 15 15 15 15 13 11 11 6 8 13 13
Items 15 24 14 10 10 14 12 18 28 14 67 64
M score 10.47 15.20 11.33 7.73 6.80 9.31 5.64 10.1 14.3 5.25 23.31 31.6:
Jo cor-
rect .698 .633 .807 .773 .680 .665 .470 .561 .511 .375 .348 .494
items
.118 .124 .101 .108 .120 .131 .150 .149 .204 .171 .132 .139
TABLE IV
Order of Difficulty of Various Functions
Pooled Pupils; Ages: 4-6 to 5-5
Tests 1 2 3a 315 3c 4a 413 4c 5 8 10a 10L
II 207 197 185 179 180 181 172 173 177 156 125 123
Items 15 24 14 10 10 14 12 18 28 14 67 64
U score 1.43 20.70 12.71 9.05 8.14 10.82 7.57 10.88 19.55 7.60 33.20 33.29
Jo cor-
rect
..762 .862 .908 .905 .814 .773 .631 .604 .698 .543 .495 .520
items
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Order of Difficulty of Various Functions
Pooled Pupils; Ages: 5-6 to 6-5
Tests 1 2 3a 3b 3c 4a 4b 4c 5 8 10a 10b
N 141 133 136 129 129 132 131 133 126 130 118 118
Items 15 24 14 10 10 14 12 ' 18 28 14 67 64
U 12
score





830 .915 .961 .960 .853 .836 .724 .706 .812 .641 .589 .588
S.E.
fi
.01 .024 .019 .019 .031 .032 .039 .039 . 035 .042 .045 .045
The small n-omber of cases in Table III casts strong doubt as to the jpe.presen-
tativeness of the data. It can readily be seen that the Standard Errors of
the percents are so great as to indicate almost complete lack of stability in
the percents. The differences between the percents a.re entirely overshadowed
by the Standard Errors which attach to the them.
The situation is considerably more stable in Table IV where the number
of cases is sufficiently large to make the Standard Errors appreciably small-
er than those appearing in Table III. The same stshility which appears in
Table IV is continued in Table V where the number of cases continue to be
relatively large.
That the rank order of difficulty of the various functions as revealed
in the test battery is ouite stable at all age levels is shcvm in Table VI
in which are reproduced the intercorrelations (rho) between the rank orders
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Intercorrelations Between fianlcinfi:s of Order of
Difficulty of Various Functions in TaBles II to V
Tables II III IV V
II 1.00 .86 .99 1.00
III .86 1.00 .39 .87
IV .99 .89 1.00 .99
V 1.00 .87 .99 1.00
From the intercorrelations shovTn in Table VI it is readily discemahle
that the rank order of difficulty of the tests utilized in this investiga-
tion is Quite stable. The lowest correlation is that which is found betwee: i
Tables II and III. VThen it is realized that an extremely small number of
cases constitute the data in Table III and that the Standard Errors of the
percents were extremely hi^h it is quite questionable whether the correla-
tion discovered accurately represents the facts. In the light of the find-
ings in the later tables it seems quite plausible that the true correlation
coefficient is similar to the others in Table VI,
Tables II to VI ha-ve certain implications for reading readiness pro-
grams which seem to merit attention. The rank order of difficulty of func-
tions listed after Table II above v/ould seem to be the most desirable or-
der in which to attack the teaching of a readiness program, '.fhile this is
true for the tests involved and for the population upon which they ’.vere
tried, there is room for valid criticism of a too sanguine transfer of the
implications of these results to the teaching situation. It is cuite poss-
ible that the rank order of difficulty displayed here is more a function of
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the characteristics of the particular tests used than it is a function of
learning of the various functions. This prohlem can only he solved hy ex-
perimentation. One factor, however,’ which would tend to reinforce the idea
of transfer is that the long fore-exercises to the tests really constituted
a lea.rning sitoation with the tests merely measuring the amount learned
during the fore-exercise. Because of this the rank order of difficulty of
various functions fo’ond may he indicative of the order of difficulty with
which the various f’unctions may he learned hy children in the age group
tested.
Beading tests which do not discriminate between various age groups
would he of little value. It is obvious tliat the older the child the better
he should perform on a reading readiness test (ass'uraing that the functions
tested are affected hy increasing age) . To discover whether the tests uti-
lized here have adequate step-up intervals between age groups Table VII is
presented.
TABLE VII
Mean Scores for Each Age
G-roup on Twelve Tests
Groups
2 3a 3b 3c 4a 4b 4c 5 8 10a 10b
4-5
under















21.96 13.45 9.60 8.53 11.70 3.69 12.71 22.73 8.98 39.47 37.63
In every test in the battery there is a step-up interval between age groups.
In no case is a test harder for a five year old than it is for a four year
ir . _i..-
AOr' ’.OO









old or harder for a six year old than for a five year old. Nevertheless in
instances the step^p interval is cuite small as in the case of tests Sh
and 3c where the step up interval is less than one point of raw score. In
revising; the tests, however, this may readily he cleared up hy lengthening
the test. In Doth the instances cited the total number of items in the
tests was only ten. In Tables II through V the total number of items in
each test is given. By inspection it can be readily seen that the poor
step-^j-p intervals appear in those tests which are in need of being length-
ened. This factor can be taken care of in revision, iuiother aspect of the
problem is the fact that even four year olds succeed in obtaining initial
scores which are too high. This can be avoided by removing those items
which a,re non-discriminating, i. e., in which an inordinately high percen-
tage of children make the correct response or which fail to discriminate
between various age groups. The stsjidard deviations vmich attach to the
mean scores presented in Table V have not been computed but inspection of
the original data would indicate that they would be fairly high. The im-
plication of high standard deviations is tha.t the differences between the
means are not statistically reliable. This obstacle can, however, be over-
come in the manner suggested above, viz., by lengthening the tests and by
removing the non-discriminating items.
It is a v/ell established fact that there is a much higher incidence of
reading disability among bo?/’s than there is among girls. Jor this reason
it v/as thought desirable to compare the results obtained by boys with those
obtained by the girls on these reading readiness tests. Table VIII pre-
sents the results of a comparison of mean scores obtained on the twelve
tests by both boys and girls along with the standard deviations, standard
t
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! llean Scores, Measures of Variability and Error






















1 181 12.04 2.95 .22 182 11.58 3.09 .23 .46 .32 1.44
1
2 172 21.09 1.64 .13 173 20.82 4.27 .33 .27 .35
.77
1
3a 173 13.09 1.43 .11 163 12.69 2.68 .21 .40 .24 1.66
1
3b 169 9.25 1.19 .09 154 9.17 1.54 .12 .08 .15 .53
3c 168 8.36 1.53 .12 156 8.11 1.31 .11 .25 .16 1.56
4b 163 8.05 2.11 .17 151 7.89 2.83 .23 .16 .29 .55
4c 165 11.76 3.26 .25 152 11.47 3.90 .32 .29 .41 .71
5 158 20.61 6.44 .51 151 20.87 7.04 .57 -.26 .76 .34
156 8.13 3.37 .27 138 8.16 3.51 .30 -.03 .40 .07
10a 131 34.98 17.091.50 125 36.22 17. 08-. 1'. 53 -1.24 2.14 .58
10b 130 33.07 16.03 1.41 124 36.47 18.07 1.63 -4.40 2.15 2.05
An examination of Table VII] reveals no significant difference (when one
i!
considers a critical ratio of three as denoting statistical significance).
,1
I Differences nerertheless exist although they are all attributable to chance
I
: fluctuations. The first eight differences are in favor of the girls with
!
!
the critical ratios below one in five instances. In tests 1, 3a, and 3c
I
the critical ratios are over one but still fall far short of statistical
;i
j, significance. The last four tests shov/ differences in favor of the boys al-
'I
:l though here again none of the differences are statistically significant. In
j
the last test (lOb) the largest difference occurs which has a critical ratio
J
of over two, the highest in the table. It has been suggested that because








































this test deals v/ith motor coordination its manipulative aspect appealed to
the boys thereby introducing- motivation in access of that enjoyed by the
girls. It T.'ould seem, however, from this table as a v/hole, that the obvious
sex differences displayed at later levels in reading do not have their
genesis at the low age level of the population represented here. Tlie small
number of cases utilised do not, however, allow any broad generalisation on
this matter.
iTnile mental ages v;ere not obtained for all the subjects used a small
number of Stanford-Binet mental ages were available for the children from





Difficulty of Various Functions




Tests 1 2 3a 3L 3c 4a 4To 4c 5 8 10a lOL
N 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2









,313 .351 .247 .154 .306 .345 .348 .348 .280 .218 .251 .30'
1
E 8 10 9 9 9 9 9 8 9 6 9 9
4-6 M 10.37 19.40 11.67 9.00 7.22 11.11 6 . 55 9.87 10.55 2.83 21.44 11.4-
i to
' 5-5 cor-. 591 .308 .834 .900 .722 .793 .546 .548 .377 .202 .320 . .17!
, rect
II SE




N 24 23 23 24 23 23 23 23 23 21 23 23










. 065 ,060 .056 .079 .065 .102 .100 .097 .100 .103 .10 :
K 6 6 6 6 6 6 5 5 6 4 4 4
6-6 M 13.33 21.33 13.50 9.83 8.83 12.83 8.80 13 . 80 23.00 10.50 46.50 34.5 )
to
. 889 .389 .964 .983 .883 .916 .773 .767 .821 .750 .694 .53 )
7-5 cor-
rect


























Table IX is merely a recapitulation in terms of mental age groups of the
data shown in Tables II, III, IV and V. The number of cases in Table IX
are so small as to cast grave doubt upon the validity of the results. This
is particularly true on thd 3-6 to 4-5 level where only two cases are shown.
If this inadequate representation is overlooked the tests show a commendable
degree of step-up between mental age groups. The data shovm can only be
considered as suggestive but they are indicative of the same features shown,
when the data were presented in terms of chronological age groups. There-
fore, the recommendations made for a change in the tests in the discussions
following the earl?^ Tables apply to the same degree in the present situation,
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The purpose of this investigation was the construction of a battery
of reeding readiness tests and their evaluation after administration to a
school population within the age range of betv;een four years and six years
five months. Iwelve tests were included in the final battery dealing with
those factors which have been found in previous investigations to be pre-
dictive of later reading achievement. The main factors dealt with in the
battery were those of visual and auditory discrimination of pictures and
word or letter foms. The tests were given to 387 children in the schools
of a large metropolitan area which, while not completely randomized, may
be considered fairly typical of chiidren in the pre-reading situation. The
data obtained from this administration of the tests was analyzed statis-
tically with the following conclusions:
1. The tests discriminate well betv/een the
various chronological age groups of the
population tested.
2. The rank order of difficulty of the various
functions tested were revealed to be stable
at all chronological age levels of the popu-
lation upon which the tests were administered.
3. There were no statistically significant
differences between the results obtained by
the boys and the girls on the twelve tests
in the battery.
4. The tests discriminate fairly well betv/een
the various mental age groups of the smell
population upon which there were mental age
data.
Certain other conclusions of a subjective nature were revealed in the ad-
ministration of the tests to the children:
/I
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1. More thorough directions than now exist on
many reading readiness tests would seem to be
desirable.
2. A thorough sample (fore-exercise) is quite
desiraPle end will probably increase test
reliability at this low age level.
5. The losing of the place which quite frequently
happens w'hile testing small chilaren can be
minimized by the use of markers for each child.
The children handle the markers easily.
4. If the conditioning theory is a practical one,
having the children mark the picture, words,
letters etc., with a straight line drawn from
left to right will reinforce the idea of the
left-to-riglit progression so necessary in read-
ing and writing. This has not been done in pre-
vious readiness tests where children are asked
to draw circles around objects or mark them with
6. cross.
5. The tests, because of tne long fore-exercises,
are really tests of learning rather than tests
of achievement. It would seem plausible to
suggest that a high score on a test in the battery
would indicate fairly rapid learning while a low
score would indicate slow learriing.
Besides these subjective conclusions which lack statistical reliability
validity there are certain implications inherent in the statistical
analysis:
1. The rank order of difficulty of the tests would
imply that a reading readiness program which
followed this order in teaching, from the easiest
to the hardest, might be attended with a greater
degree of success than one more logically con-
ceived.
2. The data obtained on the differences existing be-
tween girls* and boys’ performances on the tests
w'ouid indicate that the large differences found
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CilAPTiE V
Suggestions For Further Research
1. The children used in this study should be followed for
the next three years and their reading achievement scores
on standard reading tests recorded each year. Product-
^ raomnent correlations should be computed between achieve-
ment and the scores om the twrelve readiness tests used in
this investigation in order to ascertain which of the
twelve tests had the highest prediction power and whether
any one test predictea better than a composite score for
the battery as a whole,
2. An item analysis should be made of the items in all the
tests in the existing battery. Those items found to be
non-discriminative should be discarded and new items
constructed. At the same time several of the shorter
tests should be lengthened. The revised battery should
than be administered to a thoroughly randomized population
and a study similar to the present one made again. The
predictive power of the new instruments should then be as-
certained.
3. A study should be made to discover the effect of the long
sample exercises w^hich precede the main tests. Two groups
should be chosen and paired for chronological age, mental
age and I. Q.
,
as well as linguistic background (bilingual
et.) To one group the tests would be given with the sample
exercises, to the other would be given tests w'hich have
merely one illustrative example.
4. It would be of interest to discover the effect of bilingual
backgjround upon success on these readiness tests. The
method of paired groups should be utilized with bilingual
background as the independent variable. To do the study in
an adequate quantitative manner some objective measure of
bilinguality for small children would need to be constructed.
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TEST 1: ( Picture Matching Test (Six Semple Tests)
( Picture l>!atching Test Directions
TEST 2: Picture-Card Matching
Booklet: Kettle- flower - bell - coop - gun - boy
box - dog - coat - valentine - girl - whsel
rabbit - door - beets - boat - nest - monkey
bed - clock - telephone - drum - fork - horse
TEST 3-A: Letter-Card Matching
(Large Capital Letters)
3 sheets of large capital keyvletters
TEST 3-C: Letter-Card Matching
1 sheet of key capital letters '
1 sheet of key lower case letters
TEST 4-;^: Word-Card Matching
(One direction for sample tests and test 4)
-B: Word-Card Matching
(One direction)
Test 5: Rhyming Test
Santa Claus Picture
a. Santa Claus Town, (rhyme)
b. Introductory Rhj.'m.e (directions)
c. Two Rh3niiing Pictures (directions)
2 sheets of key words
Sheet 1* Sled - bed - tree - doll
Sheet 2, man - boat - bus - fan
TESTS : Initial Sound Test
Introductory Picture or Pictures
Introductory Rhyme (Directions)
Initial Sound Test with Pictures (directions)
1 sheet key words - coat - cup - shoe - cart or box
ball - boat - house
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Test children in groups of six* Separate children to avoid
copying* (Explain the value of each child marking his own pictures.)
Use word "game” instead of’test"*
The child may use a crayon to underline picture if the examiner
desires. The heavy crayon line helps to clarify the procedure, and tends
to present a clear definite picture of the test; when it is completed.
The children may be encouraged to look at the finished test and comment
on it.
Return test with the child's full name and age. Send tests
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Six boxes of pictures are introduced to teach the child;
The meaning of the v;ord ALIKE or SAIE
The technique of drawing lines under the pictures
The technique of using a marker
The Examiner points to the first box of pictures.
"Can you find the box of pictures? Let’s count the pictures:
oiE r..o THREE FOUIi
Lookl Count again;
ONE T..0 THIEE FOUR
Examiner watches each child to see that he touches the pictures.
"Two of these pictures are alike. Find the two pictures that are
alike. Draw a line under the two pictures that are alike."
If the child fails, the Examiner says.
"This flower and this flower are alike - (pointing to the pictures).
Does the CAT look like this flower? No. Does the CAT’S FACE look like
this flower. No. This flower and this flower are alike." That is why
we draw a line under the two flowers. The child receives similar help
in Tests 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.







PICTURE HATCH liJG TEST
DIRECTIONS
’•Put your marker down to find the first hox of pictures. Let's count
the pictures;
ONE TwO THREE FOUR
Lookl Count again;
ONE Tl'^O THREE FOUR
The Examiner watches to see that each child points to the picture.
"Two of the pictures are alike. Find the two picturesthat are alike.
Draw a line under the two pictures that are alike."
From this point, the Examiner works down the page. In each case the pro-
cedure is according to the above directions.
i
Score; Number right

















’’Put your marker down to see the first row of pictures. (The Examiner
points to it and helps each child locate it on his test paper). Let’s
count the pictures:
02IE T..0 TliPJlE FOUIl
Lookl Count again:
01^IE TuO THREE FOUlt
Here is a card with ^iust one picture. (Examiner holds up the enlarged card
and shows it to the child as she continues to give the directions. There is
no time limit in this Test or in Test 2), I'^ind the picture on your paper.
Draw a line under the picture”. Examiner checks each paper, giving the child
the necessary help>
The Examiner gives Test 2 according to the above directions.
From this point the Examiner works down the page. In each case, the pro-
cedure is as follov/s
:
’’Put your marker down to see the next rovr of pictures. Count the pictures:
oitt; t::o thpj;e POUR
Count again: ONE TjO THREE FOITR
LookJ (The Examiner secures the attention of the child. She holds up the
enlarged pictures, - counts silently, ’’fifty-one, fifty-two, fifty-three,
fifty-four, fifty-five,” - removes the picture. Find the picture on your
paper. Draw a line under the picture,”
Score: Number right, including Tests 1 and 2.
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This test has 24 Enlarged Piotxires* 13ie Pictures may he mounted
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Follow directions for picture-Card-Jiatching Test.
The Examiner may count or name the letters.
Time; Expose letter for 3 seconds.
Key Letters; OSERMINRC TKBDH
The key letter is mounted on light weight cardboard.
Score; Number right including Tests 1 and 2.
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Capital and Lo'wer Case Letters
Follow directions for Capital Letters.
The Examiner may count or name the letters.
Time; Expose letter for 3 seconds
Capital Key Letters; OSERMINRC T
Lovrer Case Key Letters; muedpbvugj
The key letter is mounted on light weight cardboard. It is suggested
that the Examiner mark the back of the letter (especially the lov/er case
letter) to avoid confusion in flashing it.
Score; Number right including Tests 1 and 2.
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"Put your marker down to find the first row of words. Put your two
fingers beside the first word, and count ONE.”
Examiner helps each child to frame the word with his two fingers.
"Put your two fingers beside the next word and count TwO. Put your
finger beside the next v/ord and count THREE."
"Count the words again I"
ONE r;J0 THREE
The Examiner watches to see that the child frames the words with his
two fingers as he counts.
"Now, put your two fingers beside the first word. Draw a line under the
first word. Find another word that looks like it. Draw a line under
the word that looks like it. Yes, those tv/o v;ords are alike, - that is
why we draw a line under them."
If the child fails, the Examiner explains:
"This word and this word are alike". (The Examiner points to the letter)*
Test 4 - "This word is not alike; it has only two letters. This word
has one, two, three, four, five, six letters.
three
Test 5 - "This word is not alike; it has l letters. This word has
7 letters.
Test 6 - "This word is not alike; it has a different letter in the
middle, (of the word)
Test 7 - "This word is not alike; it has a different letter at the
end. In each explanation the Examiner adds:
"This word and this viord are alike, - (pointing to the word);
that’s why we drav^ a line under them."
The Sample Tests are not scored.
If the child comprehends the directions, the Examiner begins
"
'Aord-Matohing Test"
. ( TEST 4-A )
The Examiner follovirs the directions for the "Sample Tests".
Sc o re ; Nvimbe r right
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TEST 4. A. CONTINUED





Follow directions for "picture-Card Matching Test*'
The Test is not timed.
The key words are
;
Page 1.
Column 1. Column 2. Column 1.
Page 2.
Column 2. Column 3.
HO hall wanted saw here
baa gun out on ever
he till makes what children
nothing tan brave come horse
bow clock eat little pretty
ran black you then when
Score; Number right including Tests 1 and 2»
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Hi Ho Ha He hall ball fall call
ball bag baa bun gun fun sun
he her hen tell till tall toll
no nothing not tin ten tan ton
how now bow wow click clock cloak
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Hickery, dickory, dickory downl
Show me the way to Santa Claus Town?
Turn to the left, turn to the right.
Hurry, hurry it*s most Christmas Nighti
I tnrned to the left, I turned to the right,
I savf a sign v;ith a great big light;
’’This is the way to Santa Claus Town
Hickery, dickery, dickery dovml
Hickery, dickery, dickery downi
This is the way to Santa Claus Townl
I opened the door and crept inside;
Behind the door is a good place to
.
(hide)
I sav/ toys, and toys, and toys, and toys.
Toys for girls and toys for
.
(boys)
A great big sled all painted
.
(red)
And a baby doll asleep in her > (bed)
I saw toys, and toys, and toys, and toys.
Toys for girls and toys for « (boys)
I saw every thing on the Christmas Tree,
$
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Examiner says the ’’Santa Claus” rhyme, emphasizing the rhyming words.
She encourages the children to join with her; and pauses for them to
supply the rhyming words
^
(If the child does not readily respond, the
Examiner says the rhyming word). In verses three, four, and five the
Examine rpauses for a longer time, and the child unconsciously supplies
the rhyming v;ords.
Examiner shoves the picture and repeats the rhyme. The child repeats
with her the lines which he remembers and supplies the rhyming words.
Examiner returns to this test later in the day. Examiner says the
rhyme with the picture. The child joins vdth her; says the lines he
remembers and supplies the rhyming words.







'm thinking of RED. Can you find a picture that rhymes vdth RED?
tt II BOYS tt II II II It 11 tl II BOYS
tl II INSIDE tl tl It tl 11 II 11 II INSIDE
It II tl It 11 tl II M If If II IE
As the child responds, the Examiner repeats;
rhymes with
























" (Two Rhyming Pictures)
DIRvIlCTIONb
“Here is a rov/ of pictures. Put your marker doim to find the first
rov; of pictures. I will say the pictures. Put your finger under the
picture while I say the name". The Examiner says:
r,LED BED TP£E DOLL
The Examiner watches each child to see that he puts his finger under the
Picture as she names it. "Now you say the pictures v/ith me". Examiner
and child name the pictures;
SLED RED TREE DOLL
Find SLED. Drav/ a line under SLED. Find the picture that rhymes vd.th
SLED. Draw a line under the picture that rhymes with SLED.
If the child fails, the Examiner explains:
Do SLED and BED rhyme? Yes, SLED and BED rhyme. (or, if the response
is v/rong, the Examiner says SLED and BED rhyme). Does TREE rhyme v;ith
SLED - BED? No, THEE doesn’t rhyme vdth SLED, BED. Does DOLL rhyme v;ith
SLED-BED? No, DOLL doesn’t rhyme with SLED-BED. SLED rhymes v/ith BEDj
that is v/hy v/e drav/ a line under SLED and BED.
The child receives help in Test 2 according to the above directions.
From this point the examiner v/orks down the page. In each case the pro-
cedure is as follov/s:
"Put your marker dov/n to find the next row of pictures.
I will say the pictures. Put your finger under the picture while
I say the name. The Examiner says;
Nov/, you say the pictures v/ith me. Examiner and the child name the pictures
Find . Drav/ a line under .
Find the picture that rhymes v/ith . Drav/ a line under the picture
that rhymes with
Score; Number right, including Test 1 and Test 2,
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Test 5
HHYlv!lNrx TEST DIHECTIONS (Continued)
Following is a list of words for each picture: The word underlined is
the key word.
1. SLED BED TREE DOLL
2/ Bill. HORN HAT GAT
3. TREE KING ROPE RING
4. STORE LOCK BOY CLOCK
5. COiT CUF CAP BOAT
6, DISH HOUSE HORSE FISH
7. ^ALL BED BALL SHOES
Test- Page
1. IRON LADDER LION CHICKEN
2* HiND ROOSTER STAR BAND
3. BLOCK CHICKEN KETTLE CLOCK
4. CiKE DOG GOAT RAKE
5* KNIFE SPOON FORK MOON
6.+ CROYJN MAN HOUSE CLOUN
























RHYMING TEST DIRECTIONS (Continued)
Test, Page 3
1. BOAT BUS FAN 'rtie word underlined is the key word.
2. FROG LEAF DOG LAMP
3* EEH) HORN HORSE CORN
4. BOYS TENT TOYS FISH
5. STOP PIES FISH EYES
6o GUN CHURCH CHn^INEY SUN
7. BEE MEN TEN THREE
Test - Page 4
1. BELL BOYS TOYS HILL
2. GO-AT BAKE GOAT CAKE
3. HOP MAT TOP CAT
4. BRIDGE FALL BROOM BALL
5. DRUM DUCK DRESS TRUCK
6 • BEE BIRD BRIDGE TREE
7. ROPE CimROT ROOSTER PARROT
The directions are:
Find (keyword. ) Draw a line under (key word).
Find the picture that rhymes with (key word).
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Here is a tox for Betty ani Bob;
A big box filled with toys;
Bouncing balls for all the girls;
Big, big boats for boys.
Examiner shows the picture and says the rhyme, en^^hasizing the rhjmiing
words
TOYS, BOYS, and the initial somd B.
She repeats the ryme and encourages the child to say the rhyme with her
The child will probably say:
TOYS rhymes with BOYS
(If the response is not made, the examiner may call the child’s atten-
tion to the rj;iyming words).
"Some of these pictures sean to begin the same. Find the BIC BOX."
(Child points to it).
Examiner repeats "BIG and BOX begin the same."
"Find BOU’TCI^F BALL". (Child poi nts to it)
Examiner repeats "BOUNCING and BALL BEGIN the same".
"Find BIG BO’TS". (Child points to it)
Examiner repeats "BIG and BOATS begin the same."
"All these v/ords seem to begin the same. 7atch my lips while I say them
Examiner en'umerates the above words. Child repeats each word after her,
"Let's say the rhyme again. T^’is time we will say all the words that be
gin the same in a loud voice; and we will v/hisper the other words.
Here is a box for Betty and Bob
A big box filled v/ith toys
Bouncing balls for all the girls
Big , big boats for boys .
The rhyme may be repeated, using the loud and soft voice if the children
enjoy it. If the child comprehe’ods the directions, the "^xaminer begins
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INITUL SOUND TEST wITH PICTURES
DIRECTIONS
Here is a row of pictures. Some of these pictures begin the same.




The Examiner watches the child to see that he puts his finger under
the picture as she names it.
’’Now, you say the pictures with me. put your finger on the first picture.
Hatch my lips.
BOX Examiner pauses - child says BOX
BALL - ft ^ ti It BALL
BOAT .. H ft It IT BOAT
SHOE SHOE
II 11 11 ft
Find BOX. Drav/ a line under BOX. Find two pictures that begin the same
as BOX,
If the child fails, the Examiner explains:
BALL begins the same as BOX
BOAT ” ” ” ” BOX
SHOE
does not begin the same
Hatch my lips and listen to me say*
BOX BALL BOAT They all begin the same.
That is why we draw a line under BOX BALL BOAT
The child receives help in Test 2 according to the above directions.
From this point the Examiner works down the page. In each case, the procedure
is as follows;
"Put your marker down to see the next row of pictures. I will say the
pictures. Put your finger under the picture while I say the name". The
Examiner says
•
Examiner watches each child to see that he puts his finger under the picture
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INITIAL SOUND TEST V.'ITH PICTURES
DIRECTIONS
‘’These pictures seem to begin the same. Say the pictures with me*
Put your finger under the first picture, i.'atch my lips".




If If If n
If
. ” « •'
Find . Find two pictures that begin the same as .
‘ a line under the two pictures that begin the same as •
Sample Test and Test I,
Score; Number right, including
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The following is a list of v/ords used in this test.
1. COAT CUP SHOE CART
2. FAN FENCE FISH EGG
3. BALL BOOK EYES BED
4. LETTER LEAF LAHiP TIGER
5. ROPE STAR RUBBERS RABBIT
6. QUEEN HOUSE HORN HAND
7. DESK DOOR CLOTiN DOG
page 2
8. SAILOR sat; PARIiOT SUIT
9. KITE MAN KEY KITTENS
10. TENT TIE DISHES TIGER
11. GIRL GUN GAS AIRPLANE
12. PIG PAIL DISH PIPE
13. JOTTENS MOTHER MONKEY seesat;
14. HAT FARIER FAUCET FISH
The key word is the first word'-picture with the follov/ing exC'
Test 6 - Key word is HOUSE
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V
Test 10
(The ohild needs a pencil for this test).
"Here is a (dnck). (If the ohild does not resnond '’"xarniner
tells him). On this dnck there are short lines and snaces.
('•Examiner illustrates on the hoard). Put your fin^:-er on the
duck's head and play drawing a line around his bill. Keep yornr
finger on the short lines and spaces."
"Now take a noncil and draw a line around the duck's bill. Draw
on the short lines and snaces. "/hen you have drawn around the
duck's bill on the short lines and snaces stop,—and look at me."
(Examiner checks each paper and gives the necessar;'/ help).
"Finish drawing around the duck. Keen on the short lines and
snacew.
"
Score: TTumber of lines covered with the pencil.







(The child needs a pencil for this test).
"Here is a
—
(Ohristnas tree). (If the child does not respond
Ejraniner tells him). On this tree there are short lines and
spaces, ('Ixaminer illustrates on the board). Put your firmer
on the top of the Ohristmas tree and play drawing; a line across
the branch of the tree. Kef n yoiar fir^^e^r on the short lines
and spaces."
"Now take a pencil and draw a line on the top branch of the
Christmas tree. Draw on the short lines and spaces, 'hen you
have draw one branch marking each line and space stop, and
look at me." (Kxaminf r checks each paper and gives the
necessary help).
"Finish drawing the Christmas tree. Keep on the short lines
and spaces."
Score: N’.nnber of lines covered /ith the pencil.
The totelsGore is 64. Time three minutes
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